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Annie Oakley, Gender, and Guns: The “Champion Rifle Shot” and Gender Performance, 1860-1926

SARAH RUSSELL CANSLER
Advisor: Dr. Lynn Sacco, Dr. Christopher Magra and Dr. Jeri McIntosh

History, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Sharpshooter Annie Oakley’s enormous popularity provides a means of understanding how the public, through the viewpoints of reporters and commentators, discussed and understood the connection between gender and celebrity at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. As a famous woman in an era rife with discussions about women’s rights and roles in society, Oakley’s popularity was inextricably related to ideas about gender. Oakley uniquely combined her talent at shooting, which many still viewed as a “man’s” sport, with her embodiment of appropriate feminine attributes like her clothing or mannerisms. Oakley’s performance of gender in the public sphere created her identity based on both her talent and on her femininity. She reveals ways in which she, as a famous woman, pushed the boundaries of expected gender roles and discourses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and how reporters and audiences made sense of such a complex, multifaceted, and public gender performance.

Promotional poster from Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, 1901.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/photo-gallery/oakley/
Introduction

Annie Oakley is as familiar today in popular culture as she was during her lifetime over a century ago. She was not the only female sharpshooter that performed or toured in the period of her life from 1860 to 1926, but no other female shot enjoyed the same kind of international fame or lasting success. Something about Oakley made her unique and notable and allowed her to garner the attention and acclaim that she did from reporters and commentators as well as from her audiences. She was youthful, talented, entertaining, and feminine, and the combination of those qualities made Annie Oakley into a novel performer and guaranteed her popularity as a celebrity figure.

Annie Oakley’s enormous popularity provides a means of understanding how the public, through the viewpoints of reporters and commentators, discussed and understood the connection between gender and celebrity at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. Had Oakley not possessed an extraordinary talent, and one that was not expected from a petite and feminine woman, she would not have drawn the crowds or the recognition that she did. However, because she was entering a largely masculine world by joining Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, with its cowboys and Indians, her popular identity as seen by the public also depended upon her maintaining enough femininity as contemporaries understood the concept to not seem overtly masculine herself. Although audiences in Oakley’s era no longer saw female performers as behaving inappropriately for putting their bodies on public display, as they had in the mid-nineteenth century, few if any women at this time had achieved great popularity by renouncing their femininity altogether, which would have been an “unnatural” way for women to behave.¹

As a famous woman in an era rife with discussions about women’s rights and roles in society, Oakley’s popularity was inextricably related to ideas about gender. No discussion about her in newspapers or magazines failed to mention her petite size, feminine attire, or ladylike manners. Yet reporters and commentators did not focus exclusively on her feminine image, because her remarkable talent was just as distinctive and overt as her womanly image and behavior. Oakley uniquely combined her talent at shooting, which many still viewed as a “man’s” sport, with her embodiment of appropriate feminine attributes like her clothing or mannerisms. Unlike other internationally famous female celebrities of the era, like Lillie Langtry or Sarah Bernhardt, Oakley’s fame and legacy continued for decades after her lifetime and were largely the result of a talent that generally only male celebrities, like Buffalo Bill Cody or Doc Carver, possessed. As she would write later, “When I began shooting in public it was considered almost shameful for a woman to shoot. That was a man’s business you see.”²

The current historiographical literature about Oakley seeks to explain her popularity and her gender in simplified terms, often focusing entirely upon how “feminine, ladylike, Victorian, and appealing” she was without giving due deference to her talent, or conversely by overlooking some of her more complicated elements. Although it is tempting to ignore parts of Oakley’s identity in favor of simple and manageable explanations, the primary sources do not generalize but in fact embrace her complexity. After analyzing contemporary newspaper and magazine articles as well as a collection of memoir-style articles that Oakley wrote at the end of her life and were later compiled as her autobiography, the sources clearly indicate the many ways that Oakley used elements of different gender discourses. As a public performer, she did not fit well into the Victorian ideal of the “Cult of True Womanhood,” in which women were expected to remain within the boundaries of the home; as someone vocally against dress reform and women suffrage, she cannot be understood as a turn-of-the-century “New Woman” or as an early twentieth century Progressive, both of whom advocated for reform movements and increased social and political participation for women.³

While these ideals and discourses can be helpful in understanding the historical context of Oakley’s identity, as she understood it and as reporters and audiences understood it, they cannot
serve as explanations in their own right without analyzing how her identity contained particular elements of each discourse to create a unique and novel embodiment of popular gender roles.

Judith Butler describes gender as a “performance…the various acts of gender create the idea of gender, and without those acts, there would be no gender at all.” Whether deliberately or subconsciously, Oakley’s own performance of gender in the public sphere created her identity based on both her talent and on her femininity. Even though perceptions of gender at the time in many ways followed certain discourses, reporters and audiences did not try to fit Oakley into one discourse or another, as modern historians and biographers are wont to do. They understood and accepted her with all of her complexities, because she put on a performance of gender that made her a non-threatening novelty rather than a woman trying to force her way into and excel in a sphere not her own. Oakley is worth deeper study than mere biography or simplistic and stereotypical understandings of gender at the time. She reveals ways in which she, as a famous woman, pushed the boundaries of expected gender roles and discourses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and how reporters and audiences made sense of such a complex, multi-faceted, and public gender performance.

Oakley’s Beginnings

Annie Oakley was born in the rural area of Darke County, Ohio on August 13, 1860, and lived on her father’s farm until his death in 1866. After his death, Oakley moved from place to place, living away from her family at the county poor farm, working as a maid for a family around 1872, and finally returning to live with her newly remarried mother around 1875. Oakley claimed that she taught herself how to shoot as a child with her late father’s hunting rifle, which she used to shoot small game like rabbits and squirrels. In her autobiography, Oakley reflected years later that her mother “did not think so much of little girls playing with guns” and felt that her “prowess with a gun was just a little tomboyish.”

While it was not entirely unusual for young girls, especially rural girls, to play outdoors in the mid-nineteenth century – as historian Lois Banner writes, even “the appellation ‘tomboy’ was never entirely opprobrious” in the nineteenth century – Oakley evidently disregarded her mother’s concern about young women shooting. After moving back in with her mother around 1875, Oakley used her shooting skills to trap and kill game to sell, and she claimed to have “saved enough from [her] trapped game to pay” off her mother and stepfather’s new house because they could not afford to pay for in full themselves.

It was not unusual for poorer girls and women to contribute to their family’s finances; in both urban and rural areas in the 1870s, the earnings of unmarried women were often “crucial supplements to family support.” Oakley’s role supporting her family, however, was a function of her shooting skills, the independence she experienced as a child living away from home, and the particular situation of her poor, rural family. In a piece she wrote years later promoting DuPont Powder Company, Oakley indicated that when her father was still alive, he had sold game that she had shot in exchange “for ammunition, groceries, etc.,” and she reaffirmed this in her autobiography when she mentioned that she had bought more supplies as a young woman from the “store that had purchased the game I had shot and trapped when a child.”

Both personal accounts suggest that she had grown up using her shooting skills to provide for her family and found it perfectly normal to continue to do so.

It was also around the time that she moved back in with her mother that Oakley met the man who would later become her husband, another touring sharpshooter named Frank Butler, who was about twenty-four years old at the time and was traveling through Darke County with a shooting partner in between performances in Ohio. Because Oakley lied about her age early on in her career and adjusted several dates in interviews and
reports accordingly, Oakley wrote that they met in 1875, but biographer Shirl Kasper places their meeting in 1881 based on Butler’s statements in newspaper articles. The story of their meeting, as Butler recalled years later, began when Mr. Frost, an innkeeper who purchased Oakley’s game and was currently housing Butler and his partner, invited Butler to shoot a match against a local “unknown.” According to Butler, “I almost dropped dead when a little slim girl in short dresses stepped out to the mark with me. I then knew I was to shoot against Annie Oakley, of whose childish prowess I had heard in a faint way. I was a beaten man from the moment she appeared, for I was taken off guard.”

Oakley did indeed win the match, and Butler ultimately proposed to and married Oakley shortly thereafter. Oakley left Darke County and traveled with Butler, performing as her husband’s partner after his original partner became ill.

Oakley and Butler toured together performing shooting exhibitions for a few years after their marriage, performing in variety theaters and later joining the Sells Brothers Circus in 1884. In December 1884, Oakley and Butler saw an advertisement for Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, which was slated to visit New Orleans at the same time as the Sells Brothers Circus. Oakley and Butler met with William “Buffalo Bill” Cody to ask about joining the show, but Cody turned them down because his show already featured several sharpshooters, among them the famous Captain Bogardus. When Bogardus retired from the show in early 1885, Oakley wrote to Cody to ask again about joining the show, despite the fact that he thought the salary she asked for was “a little high.” In response, Oakley offered to show off her skills to them for three days, after which they could decide whether or not to keep her on as a part of the show. Nate Salsbury, the show’s business manager, was impressed enough with her performance to meet Oakley’s salary demands and invite Oakley, accompanied by her husband, to join the show in March of 1885.

Oakley’s early years touring with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show were instrumental in promoting her celebrity as an individual act. Before joining the Wild West Show, Oakley appeared sparingly in newspaper articles and advertisements in conjunction with her and Butler’s act. Just as the National Police Gazette had dubbed Oakley and Butler the “Police Gazette rifle team,” advertisements consistently referred to her alongside her husband’s name instead of garnering her own individual fame.

After joining the Wild West Show, however, Oakley became an act in and of herself, because Butler was serving as her manager rather than as a partner in her act. Butler never explained why he stepped out of the act before joining the Wild West Show, but the show billed Oakley as her own act from her very first season.

The Wild West Show had progressively gained popularity since its inception in 1883 because it was “of a novel character,” an outdoor spectacle of western entertainment that was more than a horse race or a circus. Before Oakley joined the cast, the show opened with “a grand Wild West march, introducing Buffalo Bill at the head of his army of Indians, Mexicans, and cowboys” and featured horse races, sharpshooting by Buffalo Bill himself, and a reenactment of an attack on a stagecoach by a “murderous red band” of Indians. Men comprised the vast majority of the cast: cowboys, Indians, male horsemen and shooters, and of course, Buffalo Bill himself, who became a “model of masculinity in the 1880s.” Although Oakley added a sense of feminine “civility” to the Wild West Show, her participation in the show indelibly connected her to the mythology of the American western frontier, “[transforming] the little Ohio girl into one of the most famous western characters of all time.” The Wild West Show, with its staged battles of cowboys defeating Indians and its representations of how the races could peacefully coexist, was undoubtedly representative of the success of civilization in the wild American frontier: as scholars Robert Rydell and Rob Kroes note, “This drama of triumph of civilization over savagery would be replayed many times during the life of the Wild West.” The mythology of America’s Wild West contributed to this concept of American civilization, especially at the end of the nineteenth century. Oakley participated in this “drama of civilization” in several ways, particularly through the costume she wore during her act. The outfits she wore in the arena featured “Indian and western motifs” like fringe and beading, and she usually wore a hat that
resembled the hats of Buffalo Bill and the cowboys. Her friendship with Indian chief Sitting Bull also added to her western mythology. She had met Sitting Bull before joining the Wild West Show at a performance she had given while touring with Butler, charming the Indian chief who was best known at the time for his participation in the Battle of Little Bighorn. Sitting Bull famously dubbed Oakley “Wyntonya Cecelia,” meaning “Little Sure Shot,” and called her his adopted daughter. As Ann McGrath notes, her relationship with Sitting Bull gave Oakley “a more tangible, authentic link with frontier history.” The publicity surrounding her and the way she portrayed herself was designed to show deliberate connections to the mythological, uncivilized, and masculine West, while her actions and behavior still showed her to be very much a modern, civilized lady.

Some sources about Oakley and the Wild West Show comment upon her role as a woman in a show that largely featured “uncivilized” characters like male cowboys, sharpshooters, riders, and Indians, even noting Buffalo Bill’s reticence about hiring a woman. Oakley herself commented in her autobiography, “There I was facing the real Wild West, the first white woman to travel with what society might have considered an impossible outfit.” However, around the time Oakley joined the show, Buffalo Bill hired another female sharpshooter named Lillian Smith, who received equal billing to Oakley in their first seasons. The program used similar language to promote Smith and Oakley – Smith was “the Champion Girl Rifle Shot,” and Oakley was the “Champion Markswoman.” In newspaper articles, however, there are clear differences in the ways that the women are described. Where Lillian Smith was “of medium height [and] plump as a partridge,” Annie Oakley was “short and small, weighing only 110 pounds, and extremely youthful in appearance.” Aside from their markedly different appearances, Smith was more vocally competitive than Oakley was, saying she was “positive she can outshoot Oakley.” Oakley never responded to Smith’s assertions and never referred to their apparent rivalry in a newspaper or interview, although she likely resented Smith’s boastfulness, writing later in her autobiography of another woman with the show who bragged “of how Annie Oakley was done for” but whose salary was cut in half once “they saw both her work and her ample figure.” Shirl Kasper notes that it was around the time that fourteen-year-old Smith joined the Wild West Show that Oakley began lying about her age to reporters, suggesting that she sought to ensure that she could maintain her “youthful appearance” in the face of her very young competition.

Aside from Oakley and Smith, the show also featured female riders, including one society woman who Oakley scorned for joining the show on a whim because “she thought it ‘would be just too cute’ to see [the world] from the back of a horse.” Oakley’s success and lasting fame in the Wild West Show, when compared to how she outshone Smith and the relatively anonymous female riders, is remarkable. While Oakley later seemed to attribute her own popularity to her superior shooting skills and her “honest, hard work,” there was something else about her that made her as popular as she was to her audiences and to reporters and commentators. She was not just a novelty or a good shot – she was both a novel woman and a great shot among men and women, which became the key elements of her public identity and her gender performance.

Throughout her career, newspaper articles consistently praised Oakley’s skill with a gun, remarking upon her “excellent” and “wonderful” shooting and her accomplishment of “novel” and “daring” shots. She could knock a silver dime out from between an assistant’s fingers, hit balls thrown into the air with exceptional accuracy, run to pick up different guns in between shots, and shoot clay pigeons that she had fired off herself seconds before. One 1887 article claimed that “her aim is almost perfect and the dexterity with which she handles firearms makes her a source of admiration and wonder to the marksmen as well as to the uninitiated.” In addition to these unusual trick shots, Oakley’s gender performance within her act made her, in the words of press agent Dexter Fellows, “a consummate actress…the sight of this frail girl among the rough plainsmen seldom failed to inspire enthusiastic plaudits.” Oakley’s small stature and petite figure undoubtedly made her stand out among the men of the troupe and even...
in comparison to the other women like Smith. Her costume enhanced her size and figure and likely contributed to the “youthful appearance” that newspapers noted. In promotional posters and photographs for the Wild West Show, Oakley is dressed in boots, a skirt that is fitted at the waist and falls between her ankles and knees, with her long hair down and a wide-brimmed hat on her head. The shirts she wears in these images are long-sleeved and are often adorned with fringe and medals. While her costume emphasized her feminine features like her small waist, shapely legs, and long hair, it differed from women’s fashionable attire in the late 1880s, blending Western elements like leather and fringe and the style of young girls’ clothing, when historically it was still appropriate for them to wear shorter skirts and to keep their hair down. Her costume, while in keeping with the Western theme of the show, also recalled the attire of a young girl, which, when paired with Oakley’s small stature, must have made her seem quite young indeed.

Although it might have been unusual for a married woman to dress in this manner, even as a costume, it is possible that neither the reporters nor her audience actually knew that she was married at all. Many newspapers spoke of her as “Miss Annie Oakley” rather than “Mrs. Frank Butler” and without mentioning her husband at all, reflecting that her celebrity was at least in part based upon her identity as her own woman. Some undoubtedly either did not know she was married or thought it was a rumor, because Oakley wrote in her autobiography of several letters that she received containing “offers of marriage” from fans, and two French authors even wrote in 1890 that “the young girl is still unmarried.” It was not until around 1888, after she had been shooting on her own for a few years, that some articles referred to her as “Mrs. Butler” or noted that she was married at all, which stood in stark contrast to Smith, who eagerly discussed her marriage with reporters. Although Oakley revealed in her later writings that Butler had assisted her with her act, loading her shotgun shells and even acting as her partner by releasing the clay birds or wielding a rope over his head tied with glass balls for her to shoot, not many reporters or commentators knew that he actually served as her manager. The fact that reporters largely assumed Oakley was unmarried likely contributed to her overall youthful appearance and demeanor. Those reporters who did learn about Butler later in Oakley’s life, though, never spoke much more about him other than to say that he was Oakley’s manager and to occasionally note that he was a talented sharpshooter himself, although as one reporter noted, “he rarely touches a rifle nowadays except to clean it for his wife.” Although it seems unusual that reporters did not make more of the fact that Butler had abandoned his own career in order to manage that of his wife, it is notable that if he appeared at all, he played a small part in reports about Oakley or, as in the case of the reporter who noted that he cleaned guns for his wife, was described in a dismissive and almost humorous manner. Her husband was clearly not an important element of Oakley’s gender performance, only serving as a means of expounding upon how unusual Oakley was. Rather than to reveal that Oakley showed “dependence upon men,” as Glenda Riley asserts (and as Smith’s discussions of her own husband possibly did), reporters mentioned Butler either entirely in passing or as a way of demonstrating how unique Oakley really was.

With the quiet assistance and management of her husband, Oakley toured with Buffalo Bill around the United States from 1885 to 1887 as a part of the Wild West Show, achieving billing only two lines beneath Buffalo Bill himself and only one line beneath Con Groner, Buck Taylor, and Dick Johnson, the famous cowboys in the troupe. Most reporters who wrote about the Wild West described Oakley as the “champion rifle shot,” mirroring both the language used in her promotional material as well as the title she earned with Butler by the National Police Gazette. Some reporters elaborated a bit upon the details of her act, noting that she would “[break] glass balls and clay pigeons with surprising rapidity...in almost every conceivable position” and do “astonishing” and “wonderful” things with her gun. Beyond these brief descriptions, however, articles did not contain much information or detail about Oakley’s performances in the first few years of her time with the Wild West Show. Reporters simply
referred to her as the “champion rifle shot,” expressed admiration for her skill, and noted that she was “loudly applauded” by the crowd for her performances on stage without yet discussing how she performed her gender.\textsuperscript{49}

**Transatlantic Fame**

It was not until Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show went on its first overseas tour to England that Oakley became a more frequently and broadly discussed figure in newspapers and periodicals, both in England and also in the United States. The troupe set sail for London on March 31, 1887 out of New York City, where a “dense crowd” had gathered on the dock, “shouting and whooping and gesticulating for dear life.” A reporter noted the reactions of several troupe members, including “Miss Annie Oakley, the markswoman” who “bubbled over with good spirits.”\textsuperscript{50} The show arrived in London a few days later, where the troupe set up their arena at the grounds at Earl’s Court as part of the American Exhibition, a trade fair established by American businessmen. The Wild West Show attracted a “crush” of “many thousands” of people in its opening weeks of performances, and Oakley in particular was “extremely popular on the opening day.”\textsuperscript{51} Aside from noting her acumen with a gun, some British reporters commented upon her learning to shoot at a young age or how she kept a neatly “boarded and carpeted” tent as her living space near the grounds, details about her life outside of the arena that had not appeared in earlier newspaper articles.\textsuperscript{52} American newspapers also began importing news from London about the Wild West Show that discussed Oakley and her act. The *Philadelphia Inquirer* featured an article mentioning how she “did some capital shooting at glass balls thrown from a trap and by hand,” and the periodical *Forest and Stream* noted that she was “meeting with great success” while abroad in England. Each of these articles featured an entire paragraph devoted entirely to Oakley’s participation in the Wild West Show and her time in London, which represented an increase in the amount written about her in American newspapers where she had previously only been mentioned in passing.\textsuperscript{53}

One of the reasons that Oakley appeared more frequently in the press, especially in America, was that she began to participate in shooting tournaments and exhibitions in England when she was not performing with the Wild West Show. Aside from the match that she shot against Frank Butler, Oakley had only shot a handful of competitions in the United States before 1887.\textsuperscript{54} After arriving in London, however, Oakley competed in many tournaments and private exhibitions, including several at the prestigious London Gun Club. A “welcome visitor” at the Gun Club, Oakley shot so well and impressed the Gun Club members to such an extent that she received the first medal the Club had ever awarded, according to one newspaper.\textsuperscript{55} Her exhibitions and participation in Club tournaments drew “a large and distinguished company of ladies and gentlemen,” and no one else in the Wild West troupe, besides Buffalo Bill himself, was “having a more popular reception” than Oakley.\textsuperscript{56}

The discussions in both England and America surrounding Oakley and her participation in these Gun Club events are very gender-specific, even as they celebrate Oakley’s exceptional talent. The American periodical *Forest and Stream* wrote, “it is a great thing to see a lady step up to the trap and kill bluerock [a type of pigeon] after bluerock; it is something that is not often seen [in England].” It went on to say that “Miss Oakley by her ladylike ways has won hosts of friends” in England.\textsuperscript{57} The *St. Louis Post-Dispatch* reported about a notable match between Oakley and the Grand Duke Michael of Russia, who had specifically asked to compete against Oakley and who she roundly defeated. The article commented that “although the Prince made a fairly good score, it showed but poorly in comparison with that of his fair competitor, and he retired from the contest abashed but firmly convinced of the superiority of American markswomen over Russian amateur lady shots.”\textsuperscript{58} Even an article that applauded Oakley’s talent at the Gun Club without any substantive mention of her femininity referred to her as “the little
woman” on account of her petite figure.\textsuperscript{29} When writing about Oakley’s remarkable successes in competitions and at private exhibitions, including when she had outshot a male competitor, the language that reporters used balanced her skill with her feminine aspects like her size, her dress, or her mannerisms, so that any commendation of her talent was almost always paired with an emphasis on her “feminine” appearance or behavior.

It is unlikely that reporters’ reasons for describing Oakley’s femininity were calculated efforts to reemphasize a gendered hierarchy of shooting, especially in the case of her successes against male shooters. Men did not seem particularly threatened by Oakley’s skill or resent her success, given her popularity among the dominantly male Gun Club members, her willing male opponents like the Russian Grand Duke, and her talent being noted by reporters as impressive but unusual for a woman, at least in England.\textsuperscript{50} Nonetheless, the way that reporters framed Oakley both in terms of her talent and her femininity reflected the importance of both of these elements to her identity and her performance of gender. While her femininity clearly did not detract from the public reception of her talent or her popularity, it was still ever-present and always mentioned by reporters. After all, Oakley had been billed and made famous as the “champion markswoman,” and both British and American reporters reflected that language and understanding of her when they referred to her in articles as an American markswoman or, even more simply, “the Girl Shot.”\textsuperscript{61}

Reporters, however, were not the only people to comment on both Oakley’s skill and femininity: while touring in England, she met several members of the royal family, all of whom had something to say about the “champion markswoman.” Oakley’s match against the Grand Duke of Russia was not her first encounter with royalty on this tour. Within the first week of the Wild West Show opening in London, the Prince and Princess of Wales attended a performance, along with several other members of the British and French nobility.\textsuperscript{52} It would be the Prince of Wales who, several months later, would present Oakley with the award from the London Gun Club, famously saying, “I know of no one more worthy of it.”\textsuperscript{63} One British reporter noted with some humor that when Oakley was first presented to the Prince and Princess of Wales, she “with charming naïveté [sic] put out her hand to shake hands with the Princess on the Republican principle, ladies first.”\textsuperscript{64} Writing later in her autobiography about the meeting, Oakley explained, “An English born lady would not have dared to have done as I did.”\textsuperscript{65} Rather than act offended by her behavior or threatened by her disregard for the traditional royal male hierarchy, the Prince apparently said, “What a pity there are not more women in the world like that little one.”\textsuperscript{66}

One of Oakley’s most publicized visits with royalty, however, was her meeting with Queen Victoria, whose diamond jubilee occurred on the same year as the American Exhibition. The fact that she made the trip out to Earl’s Court was significant because, in the twenty-five years since her husband Albert’s death in 1861, Victoria had rarely left Windsor palace.\textsuperscript{59} Nonetheless, on May 11, 1887, the Queen along with the Prince and Princess of Battenberg attended a private showing of the Wild West show to see the “peculiar performances” of the troupe members, perhaps drawn by the novelty of the western entertainment.\textsuperscript{68} After the performance, Oakley and Lillian Smith, who had also traveled to England with the show, were introduced to the Queen, who “spoke a few words of praise to each,” and the female shooters “bowed in a matter-of-fact way and then walked off as if they were not overcome by the situation.”\textsuperscript{69} Queen Victoria recorded her visit to the show in her diary, writing, “There were 2 [sic]... girls, who shot with unvarying aim at glass balls.”\textsuperscript{70}

Although the newspapers focused on both Smith and Oakley’s meetings with the Queen, Oakley spoke years later about the meeting in her autobiography, writing that the Queen had desired an audience with Oakley after watching her shoot and supposedly told her, “You are a very, very clever little girl,” which Oakley regarded as “the highest compliment.”\textsuperscript{71} Oakley did not mention Smith meeting the Queen at all, elaborating only upon her own interactions with the Queen and disregarding her rival altogether. Nonetheless, even if the Queen was equally
complimentary to Smith, Oakley’s interactions with Victoria became part of her celebrity, appearing several times in later articles about Oakley to demonstrate her popularity even among royalty. Reporters included that Oakley had “won praise” from Queen Victoria, noted the “prosaic appearance of England’s Queen” at one of her performances, and even asserted that Victoria had supposedly given Oakley a diamond pin. Queen Victoria never explained why she was so impressed with Oakley, but given her own accomplishments and popularity as a female figure, it is possible that she admired several things in Oakley that she herself possessed: a “little” or petite physique, charisma, and autonomy balanced with seemingly wholesome virtues of womanhood and a petite physique. Twenty years after her death, writer J. Frank Dobie noted that Oakley “was a symbol of the domestic virtues that the popular mind ascribed to Queen Victoria and to Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show.” While Oakley was hardly “domestic” in any traditional sense, she exhibited some of the ideals that Victoria and women in the Victorian era with the “Cult of True Womanhood” embodied, such as keeping a neat and decorated tent (in lieu of a home) or dressing in proper clothing for a woman while not performing. Like Queen Victoria, who was well-loved and respected even though she was a female ruler on a traditionally male throne, Oakley performed particular elements of appropriately ladylike behavior to qualify her own success and talent and make her an appealing and popular feminine figure in the predominantly “man’s world” of the Wild West Show.

In fact, it was during her time in England that the public began to note how ladylike, modest, and virtuous Oakley appeared when entertaining reporters and guests or giving private exhibitions, showing that she continued her gender performance even outside of the arena. She would invite reporters to her tent and offer them juice or tea, prompting one reporter to note that “it is a pleasure to go to Miss Oakley’s tent and spend an hour talking to the little American wonder… Miss Oakley by her ladylike ways has won hosts of friends over here.” Indeed, the tent that she and Butler lived in while touring was decorated in the manner of a respectable woman with carpets, pillows, and knickknacks, alongside displays of the medals she had won. She hosted teas for her “children friends” each month, while two “daintily befrilled maids” served the guests, giving Oakley’s tent an air of domesticity. Furthermore, when she was not performing in costume, she wore long, elegant dresses with cinched waists, reflecting the appropriate fashions for genteel women of the late 1880s.

Reporters also noted her ladylike appearance and decorum when she competed or performed outside of the arena. Oakley’s first time shooting at the English pigeons called “bluerocks” occurred at the London Gun Club, where Oakley discovered how strong and fast these birds were. She struggled during her first time shooting at a string of twenty-four pigeons and later wrote that after her unsuccessful attempt she “could have been led home easily by a lingerie ribbon.” Despite her failure, though, just as earlier reporters described her both in terms of her talent and her femininity, the observers at the Gun Club did not focus solely on her talent. One elderly newspaper editor, who Shirli Kasper believes was J. J. Walsh of the London Field, told Oakley, “I expected to find a better shot but not so much of a lady.” Oakley quickly proved herself “no mean adept” at shooting bluerocks at another London Gun Club exhibition, where the reporter called her “the little American” and noted her petite size several other times in the article, noting both her talent and her celebrity as many others in England, including the Queen herself, did.

The kind of popularity that Oakley cultivated in England stayed with her after she and Butler returned to the United States in November of 1887, citing illness as a reason for leaving when the Wild West Show had completed its run in London and departed to tour other European countries. The St. Paul Daily Globe featured an interview with Oakley shortly after her return to the United States that opened by saying that “Making tea and toasting muffins was the occupation of the best lady rifle shot in the world” when the reporter arrived at her apartment in New York. Evidently, Oakley’s ability to perform domestic tasks and still maintain her identity as a talented shooter had not disappeared after she left England. This
interview, however, also provided insight into how Oakley saw her celebrity and popularity, and it indeed seemed to use the talent-femininity duality of her gender performance that the Wild West Show and reporters had used to describe her. Oakley told the interviewer that her British audiences had treated her so well because, as she supposed, “a crack shot in petticoats was a novelty and a curiosity to them.” 82 Oakley’s own use of the word “novelty” is largely indicative of the result of the combination of her shooting skills and her ladylike behavior that comprised her celebrity identity, and several reporters also referred to Oakley as a novelty throughout her career. 83 Oakley’s size, manners, and talent made her unique as a famous female sharpshooter and drew attention from audiences curious to observe such a “muscular yet girlish woman” who could hold her own against less feminine shooters like Lillian Smith, prominent members of the famous London Gun Club, and even “sharing honors with Mr. Cody,” or Buffalo Bill himself. 84

“A Consummate Actress”

Although Oakley never mentioned why, writing that the “reasons for so doing take too long to tell,” she and Butler severed their contract with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show after returning to the United States. 85 Despite the level of popularity that the Wild West Show had provided Oakley, she and Butler began to pursue other outlets for Oakley’s talents, perhaps seeking to capitalize on her former association with the show in other areas. Oakley did participate in other shows, tours, and exhibitions in 1888, but she quickly discovered that none of these other enterprises were as successful as the Wild West Show. Nonetheless, her year away from Cody’s outfit helped to further develop her identity through her gender performance and ultimately resulted in her rejoining the Wild West Show the following year.

In April of 1888, Oakley joined a touring show organized by Tony Pastor, an important man in show business in New York who ran a theater next door to Tammany Hall. Pastor’s shows were known for their “neatness, good taste, and the respectability of [their] clientele,” as one reporter wrote, and this by association placed Oakley’s act into that framework of wholesome entertainment. 86 Although Oakley would return to Pastor’s tour in the fall of that year, she left the spring tour after only a few months in order to join a different Wild West Show run by Pawnee Bill, writing in her autobiography that he was willing to “put her on special.” 87 Oakley never indicated that she joined Pawnee Bill’s show out of spite for Buffalo Bill, but whatever her reasons for joining, they did not last long. Oakley left after only a month with the show to return to touring with Tony Pastor. 88 She would later claim that Pawnee Bill had tried to keep her but failed, saying “You can’t keep Annie Oakley at any price,” a quote which Oakley likely included as a means of demonstrating her desirability as a performer at the time. 89 Just as she had quickly left Pawnee Bill’s show, however, Oakley stayed with Pastor’s fall tour only until December, when she began a stint as an actress with a show called Deadwood Dick, marketed as an “interesting and thrilling border drama.” 90 The show apparently received poor reviews despite Oakley’s onstage shooting during the show (Oakley later wrote that even though the money was good, “I never quite understood just why the press abstained from vegetable throwing”), and it closed about a month after opening. 91

It is unclear why Oakley changed engagements as she did in 1888, though perhaps she was seeking higher salaries and diverse opportunities and simply got involved in multiple failing ventures. Nonetheless, her participation with Pastor, Pawnee Bill, and Deadwood Dick still contributed to the gender performance that she had cultivated with Buffalo Bill. Her association with Pastor helped brand her and her act as “family friendly,” because the acts that Pastor employed and would continue to employ were, in his own words, “a family entertainment for ladies and children, fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers. Pure, chaste, merry, and perfect.” 92 Despite her apparently modest and virtuous appeal, Pastor still billed Oakley as “The Unequaled and Original Sensation,” emphasizing the novelty of her act that had already been established with
Buffalo Bill’s show, Pawnee Bill’s advertisement called Oakley the “Champion Lady Rifle Shot of the World,” and Deadwood Dick billed her as the “acknowledged queen of the rifle.” The language used to describe Oakley even during her short stints with these shows reflected the same ways that reporters and Buffalo Bill’s show had identified her, by emphasizing the gender performance of her talent and her femininity which combined to make her act into a novelty, “unequaled” and “original.”

Notably, after completing her run with Deadwood Dick, Oakley and Butler rejoined Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show as it left for yet another European tour in 1889, this time staying abroad for three years and visiting several countries including France, Spain, Germany, Italy, and also returning to England. Oakley claimed in her autobiography that the Wild West Show had asked for her to return after learning of her time with Pawnee Bill, saying that they “would fight any company” she joined, and after renegotiating whatever issues had caused her to initially cancel her contract, she traveled with them to Paris. She did not describe the changes made to her contract, but, as Shirl Kasper notes, Lillian Smith left the Wild West Show the same year that Oakley rejoined and did not travel to Paris with them, indicating the possibility that Oakley had asked for Smith to leave or for top female billing if she was to return. If Smith had indeed left because of Oakley, it suggests that Oakley’s more overtly feminine approach ultimately beat out Smith’s equal or perhaps greater skill.

Reports about Oakley’s time in France indicate that she was well received by Parisian audiences just as she had been by British and American audiences, in part as a result of her feminine demeanor. The Chicago Daily Tribune mentioned that Oakley “held quite a little court of her own and was much admired by the French press men for her simple and modest bearing,” and a French book published in 1889 called Oakley “[une] étoile feminine,” or a “feminine star.” Oakley remembered her time in France similarly, writing in her autobiography, “All the French papers were very generous to me.” As in England, Oakley was introduced to several important people while in Paris, including the French President Sadi Carnot and Dain Salifour, the King of Senegal, both of whom apparently requested Oakley’s shooting services in a political context. Carnot told Oakley, as reported in her autobiography, “When you feel like changing your nationality and profession there is a commission awaiting you in the French Army.” The King of Senegal begged to take Oakley back to his country to defend his villages from tigers, an offer that Oakley politely refused. Not only did Oakley garner praise for her femininity, but she was also lauded for her skill, even being offered “masculine” positions as a soldier or as a defender of African villages. That reporters could view her as feminine and well mannered, and that politicians could simultaneously view her as skilled and capable of performing masculine duties, indicates the influence of Oakley’s gender performance on her public identity. Even though she did not fit neatly into a defined gendered category, she did not pose a threat to men because her talent balanced with her femininity allowed her to continue to develop as a novelty act while abroad with the Wild West Show.

While Oakley was abroad, newspapers picked up on a story out of Buenos Aires, Argentina that Oakley had died of congestion of the lungs. The story was false – Oakley was alive and well in London at the time – but the articles reporting her death mourned the loss of the “champion woman wingshot” who was “small in stature” and “youthful in appearance,” and whose “novel” feats would draw “a great crowd of witnesses.” Oakley wrote in to a few magazines to correct the error, but her obituaries reveal that reporters sought to honor and commemorate her novelty, a critical element of her gender performance.

After completing the three-year European tour, Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show returned to the United States, and in 1893 it began preparation for its involvement with the famous World’s Fair in Chicago that year. The fair was wildly popular, drawing around twenty-five million visitors in all, and the Wild West Show was one of the most popular attractions at the fair. Oakley, as usual, received high praise from reporters for her “wonderful rifle act” and for having “pleased the guests mightily.” After the World’s Fair, the Wild West Show began an
extensive tour of the United States in 1895 launched by its success in Chicago, and Oakley and Butler traveled with them while she continued to perform with the show until 1902.

During these years on the road, Oakley added to and developed her act, continuing to emphasize her gender performance as a novelty act. One of the stunts that she added during this time that attracted attention was shooting at clay pigeons and glass balls while riding her new safety bicycle. Cycling had rapidly gained popularity in America in the 1890s, especially for women. Women reformers had begun advocating for female exercise in the second half of the nineteenth century as a means of keeping women healthy, but they promoted activities that were “in keeping with the prevailing belief in women’s weaker physique.”

Cycling, at least on the “safety bicycle” designed specifically for women, was one such activity that did not “make too great demands on the muscles” and was thus an appropriate physical activity for women. Furthermore, women did not have to adapt their dress to ride a safety bicycle. Although some women chose to wear bloomers or a divided skirt while riding a bike, many, including Oakley, continued to wear traditional skirts. Oakley was vocally against female dress reform and was quoted saying, “I don’t like bloomers or bloomer women, but I think that sport and healthful exercise make women better, healthier, and happier.” Indeed, Oakley always wore what she called “woman’s proper garb” when cycling, shooting, and riding, continuing to emphasize her femininity even while engaging in sports and light physical activity (just as the exercise reformers advocated, she ensured that never allowed herself “to become tired” while riding her bicycle).

Although not aligning herself with dress reformers, Oakley’s bicycle riding was reminiscent of famous women reformers of the era like Frances Willard, the president of the WCTU and another avid cycler. Oakley hardly fits into the discourse of the “New Woman” or Progressive reformer in the same sense as Willard or other contemporaries like Jane Addams, but she supported women’s exercise and participation in sports, of which cycling was but one example. Historian Lois Banner describes the importance of the bicycle to female participation in sports: “Had the bicycle not appeared, women eventually would have taken up sports and exercise anyway. By the 1890s the general cultural pressures for women to be active were too great to be avoided....[Female sports figures] made public women’s previously private athletic participation and paved the way for other women to follow.”

Certainly, shooting a rifle while riding a bicycle was an unusual and novel element of Oakley’s act, but her participation in the women’s cycling movement was hardly unusual, despite the misconception that “bicycle riding is essentially a man’s sport and pastime,” which many reporters refuted by discussing women like Oakley and Willard and how popular cycling had become for women at the end of the nineteenth century. Her cycling stunt added to Oakley’s novel performance, allowing her to perform her gender using both her talent and her femininity from an entirely new angle: the back of a safety bicycle.

After completing the United States tour with Buffalo Bill, Oakley once again left the Wild West Show at the end of 1902 to try her hand at acting, this time in a traveling play called The Western Girl written especially for her. The play, which ran from November 1902 to March 1903 and performed in several states across the Northeast, fared slightly better than Deadwood Dick and generally reporters felt that Oakley had “good dramatic ability.” Her role in The Western Girl, however, did not differ greatly from her act in Buffalo Bill’s show, because she wore a similar costume of a skirt and leggings and performed similar feats such as shooting at glass balls. Although it did not necessarily add new elements to Oakley’s gender performance or public identity, it is likely that the show succeeded because of the pre-established fame of its star, and Oakley continued to unquestionably embody the persona of the talented female rifle shot that she had cultivated throughout her entire career.

In fact, perhaps the only time that her reputation was called into question was in August of 1903, when a story appeared in a Chicago newspaper describing the arrest of a woman who had stolen “the trousers of a negro in order to get money with which to buy cocaine.”
Newspapers reported that the woman was none other than Annie Oakley.\footnote{113} Evidently, the woman was actually a burlesque performer named Maude Fontenella who had performed in a show under the name “Any Oakley,” but the damage had already been done as several other newspapers across the country published the story about how Annie Oakley of the Wild West Show had been “ruined” by cocaine use.\footnote{114} Oakley launched into action in order to ensure that the papers corrected the error, ultimately suing fifty-five newspapers for libel and winning or settling all but one of them. She wrote in to several newspapers, asking them to contradict the articles that used her name and saying that the woman posing as her was a “fraud” and that “someone will pay for this dreadful mistake.”\footnote{115} She also told one newspaper during the trials that because of the false report, “she was permanently injured in her good name and credit.”\footnote{116} Even her talent had been called into question during this case, because the arrested woman had claimed that she had taken cocaine while on tour, meaning, as one reporter wrote, that “her head [did] not appear as steady as her hand” and that some of her performances might have been influenced by the drug.\footnote{117}

Some commentators showed their support for Oakley during her extensive libel suits, because of her “pleasing face and…fine soft voice” and because “Oakley, the champion woman shot of the world, is, in private life, a gentle, tender woman.”\footnote{118} Others were less sympathetic: one reporter, though noting that if the suits succeeded they would be a “salve for her injured reputation,” also wondered if “quite a few people could not be found, willing…to submit to being charged in the public prints” for such a sum.\footnote{119} Whether or not they saw the libel suits as a valid defense or an opportunity for fame and payment, these reporters all noted the important role that Oakley’s identity and reputation played in these suits. Not only did Oakley vocally dissociate herself from the crimes of theft and cocaine use, but she also actively sought retribution in several public trials, apparently feeling that her words were not enough to renew her reputation in the face of these accusations. Theft and cocaine use were certainly not insignificant crimes, but the reason that they prompted such a strong defense from Oakley reveals how important it was to her to maintain her identity as talented but also feminine and, consequently, moral and upright. Women at the turn of the twentieth century were still generally assumed to possess a certain level of inherent morality, and because Oakley’s femininity was such a critical part of her novel gender performance, she worked to maintain at least a certain level of expected feminine roles even if she largely remained separate from dominant feminine discourses of her time.\footnote{120} In order to defend her femininity and her talent, Oakley in effect turned the courtroom into a new “arena” or stage for her gender performance, demonstrating on a highly public level how the “champion woman rifle shot of the world” could retain her novelty as a talented but still moral and feminine individual.

As further demonstrations of her talent, Oakley continued to participate in trapshooting tournaments and exhibitions after she left the Wild West Show. By the first decade of the twentieth century, trapshooting had become an extremely popular sport for women for the same reasons that bicycling had become popular. Articles commented upon the “more than…usual amount of interest” of women in trapshooting competitions: one article from the Idaho Daily Statesman wrote about a trapshooting tournament in St. Louis that for the first time allowed “trapsitters of the fair sex [to] have their place in the sun.”\footnote{121} Because newspapers and magazines encouraged women to learn trapshooting “as a healthful exercise without any strenuous endeavor,” rhetoric similar to that used decades earlier to advocate for women cycling, trapshooting organizations that held tournaments opened up special events and trophies for women shooters.\footnote{122} Nonetheless, women at trapshooting competitions still attracted attention, Oakley especially so because of her popularity as a public figure. One tournament in 1902 featured three female shots including Oakley, who were all, according to the reporter, all the “object of much attention from the crowd.”\footnote{123} Another paper in 1908 reported how Oakley’s “nerves are still steady and her eye accurate” as she “made some very marvelous shot and sustained the reputation that she has so long enjoyed.”\footnote{124} Even though Oakley was over forty years old and had a head full of white hair,
these articles demonstrate that she successfully maintained a gender performance combining her talent and skill. Coupled with her active defense of her moral reputation during the libel suits, Oakley was still very much the talented and feminine novelty that she had been, even as she aged.

Oakley’s final stint as a traveling performer occurred between 1911 and 1913, when she joined yet another Wild West Show called the Young Buffalo Wild West that, despite similarities in name, was not affiliated with Buffalo Bill’s enterprise. Reporters still called Oakley “the world’s greatest woman rifle shot,” even at fifty years old, and the “bright particular star” of the show.\textsuperscript{125} Notwithstanding the increasing popularity of women as shooters, one reporter wrote, “The fact that [Oakley] is a woman and in the ordinary course of events would not be expected to attain unusual skill in this particular line, makes even more remarkable the distinction that is hers.”\textsuperscript{126} Whether or not others shared this reporter’s view of the unlikelihood of female shooters, the reporter’s comment does reveal the extent to which Oakley’s gender performance continued to play an important role in how she was perceived, even in her final years touring with a show.

Her Years in Retirement

At age fifty-three, Oakley finally retired from performing and touring when the Young Buffalo show completed its season in 1913. After leaving the show, she and Butler moved to Pinehurst, North Carolina, a town known for its resorts that supported sporting enterprises like horseback riding, golf, and, of course, trapshooting.\textsuperscript{127} At Pinehurst, Oakley began regularly teaching women how to shoot, and her lessons attracted the attention of many wealthier women who were also vacationing there. An image of her teaching “society women” at Pinehurst appeared in several newspapers, including the \textit{San Jose Mercury Herald} and \textit{The Pueblo Chieftain}.\textsuperscript{128} According to her biographer Shirl Kasper, Oakley first started teaching at Pinehurst after overhearing a wealthy woman bemoan the fact that she wasn’t a man because she wanted to learn to shoot. Oakley informed her that “Your sex does not prevent you from learning to shoot,” and in a matter of months after inviting the woman to the range for a lesson, she had over seven hundred students.\textsuperscript{129}

This was not the first time that Oakley had taught women to shoot. She wrote in her autobiography that when she was touring in London in 1887 with the Wild West Show, she “gave lessons there…when a class of five ladies asked for lessons, saying they would pay any price asked.”\textsuperscript{130} Although it is unclear whether or not the women actually paid for their lessons, Oakley claimed that she taught without compensation because she had an “ideal for her sex.” This ideal, as Oakley described it, was actually made up of two separate goals: to enable women to enjoy the sport of sharpshooting, and to provide women with a way to defend themselves and their families.\textsuperscript{131}

Up until her retirement, Oakley had had little to say in regards to her personal feelings about women’s general roles and abilities in society. Despite the fact that women’s movements that had been steadily increasing in popularity since her youth, she had not commented about how women could and should behave, aside from the occasional remark about bloomers. Towards the end of her life, however, Oakley began to verbalize her thoughts about women and femininity for herself, rather than reporters and commentators doing so for her. Using the example of women learning to shoot, Oakley noted how women were not only capable of excelling at sports and athletic activities, but also how they would benefit from such activities physically by providing exercise and emotionally by providing a means of protection.

In 1925, Oakley wrote, “I have often been asked if women, as a class, can shoot a rifle or shotgun as well as men. My reply has been: Sex makes no difference.”\textsuperscript{132} Although this statement on the surface seems to be an endorsement of gender equality, Oakley, like many other female reformers of the time, was not necessarily saying that women were equal to men. In fact, this
rhetoric of equal participation but not equality between the sexes evolved in the years after 1900, in which women intensified their activism in the social sphere and continued to push for more political involvement, resulting in the passage of the 19th Amendment in 1920. Historian Nancy Cott notes that despite these advances, advocates of women’s rights in the Progressive era still “frequently weighted the end of the see-saw stressing women’s gender differences from men, women’s need to protect their established interests, women’s duties owed and services to be offered to society.” This mentality even extended to sports and athletics, where the predominant view about women in athletics emphasized differences in biology between men and women and discouraged “masculine” competitiveness in female athletes.

Oakley clearly did not view the sexes as completely equal. She wrote that “outside of heavy, manual labor, anything a man can do a woman can do practically as well.” While Oakley did not deny that women’s abilities are, at least in most cases, equivalent to men’s, the reasons that women should learn to shoot for sport were unique and gender-specific: “above all, [shooting] would teach them grace and poise. You cannot imagine how shooting demands perfect balance, and how shooting vanishes carelessness and slovenly ways.”

Even Oakley’s assertion that women should also learn to shoot for protection reinforces the fact that she did not find inherent equality between genders. Along with shooting for sport, Oakley wanted women to learn how to “defend themselves” and “to be capable of protecting their homes.” She gave an example of a woman who, because of “the training she had” with Oakley, defended her home from a burglar by brandishing her gun. As Oakley carefully points out, though, the woman’s “thoughtful husband had removed the cartridges to obviate all danger. However, as neither the lady nor the burglar knew that the weapon was not loaded, the result was just as satisfactory.” It is clear from this story that despite her proclamations about the benefits of shooting as self-protection, Oakley was not advocating that women replace men as the primary protector of the family: she considered the husband “thoughtful” for having removed the bullets in his wife’s gun, not trusting his wife to handle the gun despite her having taken lessons. Oakley seems to be implying that she simply wished for women to be able to defend their homes alongside their husbands, especially if their husbands were not available to assist them.

This concept of female self-protection was heavily gendered in the early twentieth century. Although Oakley herself did not discuss the idea of guns as protection for women until later in her life, the idea that women needed to protect themselves largely originated in reform movements of the late 1800s. The movement of women’s reform advanced into the Progressive Era of the early 1900s, becoming known as “public” or “municipal” housekeeping. This movement sought to build upon women’s supposedly natural tendencies towards morality by using women to “[press] upon the municipal authorities the need of public prevention from the ills from which the people suffer,” especially ills that affected other women like theft, burglary, or sexual immorality. As more women began to move to industrialized cities to live and work together, the fear of working women’s sexual indecency became more prevalent, especially among the middle class female reformers. As historian Sarah Deutsch writes, reformers focused on keeping working women “safe,” but that “Safety here meant moral safety, not physical safety.”

Oakley also articulated another reason that women should learn to shoot, one that she had been hinting at it in various ways for decades: so that they could be not only defend
themselves but could also be “ready for extreme emergencies in war time.”

This was not the first time that Oakley had made an argument for female shooters to participate in war efforts, especially in the years after both the French President and the Senegalese King had asked her to assist them in a military or political capacity. In 1898, just before the Spanish-American War broke out, Oakley famously wrote a letter to President William McKinley offering to “place a company of fifty lady sharpshooters at your disposal” in the case of war. McKinley never wrote back or acknowledged the receipt of the letter, but Oakley did not stop seeking participation in war efforts. In 1918, towards the end of the First World War, Oakley traveled to the “Eastern cantonments” to give shooting exhibitions and instructions to soldiers. She also apparently telegraphed the Secretary of War, once again offering to form a regiment of female shooters for home defense to no reply. Oakley felt that women shooting to defend their country should be an option in wartime and could be of great use; as she wrote later, “surely the great war has revealed many instances when a woman with a pistol and no fear of using it might have been spared torture, shame and death.”

Because a designated army corps for women would not be established until World War II, the fact that Oakley had publically advocated for one as early as 1898 demonstrates one area in which she was ahead of her time. Even though she rejected some of the more radical or forward-thinking ideas aspects of women’s reform, like dress reform or even suffrage (Oakley never indicated any support for suffrage, saying she in the military merited Oakley’s advocacy.

At the end of her life, the ways that Oakley articulated and discussed gender roles served as a means of reflecting upon her life and the way that she embodied a novel perception of gender. Oakley’s novelty throughout her career relied upon her gendered performance of both her talent and her femininity. After she retired, however, she began to expand upon her own novelty by further complicating what she perceived as appropriate feminine behavior. By denying any proscribed discourses of femininity, either based on tradition or on reform, Oakley remained a multi-faceted and uniquely fashioned woman. In an era when women were trying to find a place for themselves in society, Oakley had found hers through a unique and unexpected performance of gender, which made her both a novelty and a legend.

Conclusion

When Annie Oakley died in 1926, newspapers mourned the loss of the “Champion Rifle Shot” and her husband, who died shortly after his wife and whose “broken heart hastened the end.” Oakley did not disappear from the media after her death, however: newspapers continued to publish articles about her and about her participation in Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show for years after she died. She became a popular figure in movies and television as the subject of films like Barbara Stanwyck’s Annie Oakley (1935) and the television show The Adventures of Annie Oakley (1954-1956) starring Gail Davis. In 1946, Oakley became the subject of an enormously popular Broadway musical called Annie Get Your Gun, starring Ethel Merman originally and later Bernadette Peters and Reba McIntyre in revival performances.

The various versions of Oakley’s own gender performance in many ways oversimplified her complexities. In the 1935 film, for example, Barbara Stanwyck’s Oakley deliberately loses her match against her future husband in an ultimately successful attempt to make him fall in love with her, and the film ends with him sweeping her off her feet. Oakley also throws the famous match in Annie Get Your Gun, despite her musical assertion to her husband that “Anything You Can Do, I Can Do Better,” and the show closes with the announcement of their marriage. The television show with Gail Davis, by contrast, depicted Oakley as an unmarried town sheriff who defeated male bandits and who, while still youthful and feminine in appearance, wore fringed pants instead of skirts and eschewed overt suggestions of romance. In recent years, Oakley...
has been the subject of several children’s books, fashioning her into a role model for athletic young girls and for “girl power.”

The popular media depictions of Oakley after her death were more than inaccurate historical portrayals but instead enhanced particular elements of Oakley’s gender performances to create new legends and myths about her. Although those depictions served to perpetuate Oakley’s fame long after her death, they clouded the complicated aspects of the identity that she crafted and that the public accepted as part of her novelty. The real Oakley did not have to fall into her husband’s arms to appear feminine, nor did she have to be a crime-fighting sheriff to assert her talent. Her performance of gender did not follow any one standard ideal of femininity or talent, but took elements of several ideals to create her own unique public identity. While each media representation of Oakley served to demonstrate its own understanding of Oakley’s identity in keeping with its own contemporary context, they collectively indicate the complexity of the gender performance she exhibited in her own lifetime. She was a fascinating woman whose novel public persona made her all the more appealing, and she deserves a more critical analysis than basic gendered discourses or popular media depictions can provide.
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